Selecting the initial clustering centers randomly will cause an instability final result, and make it easy to fall into local minimum. 
Introduction
As we all know, clustering algorithm plays an important role in machine learning and data mining. Besides, clustering algorithm has a wide range of applications: economic filed, image classification, target recognition, etc. Clustering algorithm belongs to unsupervised classification which is opposite to supervised classification. The algorithm takes similar objects into a cluster and maximizes the distance between different clusters. The clustering result depends on the similarity of the objects of the related cluster. Clustering algorithm can be divided into five categories: partitioning methods, hierarchical methods, density-based method, gridbased methods and model-based methods. However, it's difficult to give clear boundaries to the five categories since there may exist overlap among the five classes. Each category has few standard algorithms. In consideration of that the paper is mainly based on partitioning method, which will be introduced little more.
Most portioning methods are carried out based on distance. For a given dataset S which contains n samples, the dataset is divided into k parts which is less than n , and the initial parts are obtained. The object is moved from one group to another one by iterative method of relocation. The whole process needs to be carried out on the condition that the distance between any two objects of the same cluster is the shorter the better, and the distance between any two objects in different clusters is the farther the better. Algorithms like k-means, k-medoids and clarans all follow this principle. All of these algorithms are suited to small and medium-sized datasets, and they need to be extended when used for large-scale datasets.
Being a kind of unsupervised clustering algorithm, k-means is reliable in theory and simple. It has a wide application in fields of image processing, pattern recognition, data mining, etc. However, there exist some problems that cannot be ignored.
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Firstly, the algorithm requires specific pre-given number k of clusters which needs to be estimated through the different specific application. For example, in the application of bow (bag of words) model, the model varies with k which will affect the final recognition rate. Secondly, the choice of initial clustering centers is important. If there are no good initial clustering centers, the final clustering result will fall into local minimum and cause the final result invalid probably. The traditional method of k-means algorithm on choosing initial clustering center usually adopts the random method which can reduce the possibility of falling into local minimum to some degree and get efficient result. However, when facing large amount of data, it will be a great waste of time. The k-means algorithm based on division need to calculate the distance between samples and clustering center and update the present clustering center continuously. Thus, it costs a great amount of time during the process of clustering.
To solve the first problem, Zhou Shibing [1] takes Silhouette as efficient criterion to judge the number of clustering centers k. Zhou puts forward a new kind of algorithm for determining the number of clustering centers by combining with algorithm of max-min distance and AP (Affinity Propagation clustering). And the experimental comparison proves that Zhou's algorithm is superior to traditional algorithm. To solve the second problem, Tong Xuejiao [3] obtains the number of clustering centers according to the idea of greedy algorithm and makes the final clustering result have features of higher accuracy rate and stability. Han Lingbo [4] proposes a kind of algorithm which is based on maximum intensity parameter by analyzing the intensity parameter of sample data and Han gains improvement on stability and accuracy rate. Huang Min [5] has improved algorithm which is based on maximum intensity parameter on the basis of analyzing Han's shortages and her result is better than Han's. Xing Changzheng [6] makes some processes on isolated points on the basis of references [5] , and puts forward a kind of algorithm for choosing initial clustering centers based on average density. Xing has reduced the algorithm's sensitivity to isolated points. To solve the problem of facing massive data, Zhou Lijuan [4] discloses the main design approach and strategy of parallel kmeans algorithm, and puts forward a kind of parallel clustering algorithm based on programming framework of MapReduce. Zhou's algorithm can handle the massive data conveniently.
The algorithm based on distribution of maximum density proposed by Han Lingbo has obtained a better result than traditional algorithm; however, it does not solve the problem properly when the number of related samples that have the maximum density parameter value is not single. Huang Min has solved this problem and obtained the advanced algorithm based on distribution of maximum density, but she ignored the possibility that the related samples with same maximum density parameter may belong to different clusters. Therefore this paper put forward an advanced algorithm based on Huang Min's. It takes into consideration of the relationship among the samples that have the same maximum density parameters.
The algorithm proposed in this paper improves the accuracy of clustering and the integrity of k-means algorithm. Figure 1 shows the detailed flowchart of the proposed algorithm. The related explanations of the expressions in figure 1 can be seen in chapter 2. 
The k-means Algorithm based on the Distribution of Maximum Density Points
The clustering data samples set are assumed as below:
The number of initial clustering centers: k . Definition 1, the Euclidean distance between two samples of the data set S : ( , ) || ||
Where, 12 ( , , , )
Definition 2, the average distance of data set S :
Where n stands for the number of samples in S , 2 n C stands for the number of combination of any two samples.
Definition 3, the density parameters of each sample in data set S :
Where, 10 () 00
The k-means algorithm based on the distribution of maximum density points can be obtained in reference [4] .
Here, only the main part is shown as follows:
1: for i k  Each sample's density parameter is calculated according to formulate (3) , and all density parameters are taken into density parameter set D . The max one is found out and taken as clustering center. The points' density parameters whose distance to the clustering center is less than the average distance of the dataset are removed from the density parameter set D . end for
To solve the problem that the number of samples with same maximum density parameter may be not the only one, Huang Min gets some improvements as follows: represents that on the condition of same density parameter, and thus its relationship to around samples appears more compact. It meets the requirement to take them as one cluster. However, Huang has overlooked the relationship among the samples with the same maximum density parameter. Samples with the same maximum density parameter may belong to the same cluster or may not. To solve the
The Optimized k-means Algorithm for Selecting Initial Clustering Center
The specific technical process of the optimized k-means algorithm for selecting initial clustering centers proposed in this paper shows as follows:
Input Calculating the distance of any two of these samples and compare the distance with () MeanDist s can distribute these samples to the related cluster properly. On the basis of this assumption, it may distribute some of K clustering centers into the same class by Min Huang's algorithm. The algorithm of Changzheng Xing has reduced the isolated points' effect to k-means algorithm. However, the problem found by this paper has not been resolved.
The problem can be solved by adopting the optimized k-means algorithm for selecting initial clustering center proposed in this paper. After obtaining the samples with the same maximum density parameter, the distance of any two of related samples is compared with the average distance of the dataset. If ( , ) K times from step (2) to step (26) and the N candidate clustering centers are assumed to be gotten after K times of loop. It is obviously that N is greater than K possibly. If N is equal to K , the candidate clustering centers are taken as initial clustering centers. However, if N is greater than K , the maximum distance method of Donghai Zhai [8] is adopted. The distance of any two of the candidate clustering centers is calculated and the two samples with the maximum distance are taken as initial clustering centers. The distance of the remaining ( 2) N  points to the exiting initial clustering centers is computed separately, and each remaining point's distance to the existing center is multiplied. Then the maximum is found out and taken as the third initial clustering center. And so on until K efficient initial clustering centers are found out.
Experimental Results and Analysis
The three UCI dataset: iris, balance and soybean-small are used for testing the performance of the traditional algorithm, the Min Huang's algorithm and the optimized kmeans algorithm for selecting initial clustering centers proposed in this paper. The related introduction is show in table 1. As the traditional algorithm selects the initial clustering centers by random method, therefore the experiment of the traditional algorithm is carried out 10 times to reduce the possibility of falling into the local-minimum. The maximum, minimum and mean value of the 10 times experiment are counted. Huang's algorithm and the proposed algorithm do not adopt the random method and lunch only one time. The statistical results are compared between the traditional algorithm, the Huang Min's algorithm and the proposed algorithm in table 2.
The experimental results of three kinds of algorithms on different dataset are shown below in figure 2, figure 3 and figure 4 . The red line stands for the result of traditional algorithm. The green line stands for the result of the Min Huang' algorithm and the blue line stands for the algorithm proposed in this paper.
It can be seen from figure 2, figure 3 and figure 4 that the traditional k-means algorithm has the feature of instability, and the clustering result varies with different kind of dataset. Therefore, there is a big drawback of the traditional k-means algorithm using the random selection of initial cluster, which will cause inconvenience to research and application. Especially when the traditional k-means algorithm is used for large scale dataset, it will waste amount of time definitely. 
Figure 2. Balance Dataset
From figure 2, it can be observed that the algorithm of Huang Min gets a poor performance than the traditional k-means algorithm. The minimum of the traditional kmeans algorithm is slightly higher than the algorithm of Min Huang. The performance of the proposed algorithm in this paper obtains a better one obviously. Moreover, this paper's performance is greater than the algorithm of Yuan Fang [9] whose final result is 52.20% testing with the dataset balance.
Figure 3. Iris Dataset
From figure 3, it can be seen that there only exist the blue line and the red line. The reason can be found in table2, the experimental result of dataset iris of Huang Min's algorithm and the optimized k-means algorithm proposed in this paper are the same; the green line is covered by the blue line in figure 3 . By observing figure 3 and table 2 , the results of the Huang Min's algorithm and the optimized k-means algorithm proposed in this paper are lower than the maximum value of the traditional algorithm, but slightly greater than the minimum and average value. figure 4 , the experimental results of the three algorithms lunched on dataset soybean-small can be clearly seen. The number that the traditional k-means algorithm reaches the maximum value is only once; the performance of the Min Huang's algorithm and the proposed algorithm in this paper are higher than the traditional algorithm. Although, the traditional algorithm gains the stability on this dataset, however, its performance cannot meet the requirement. The algorithm of Huang Min and the proposed algorithm in this paper gain a better performance and the proposed algorithm in this paper is better than Huang's, which illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in this paper.
In summary, the experiment proves the necessity and effectiveness of this paper to solve the shortcoming of reference [5] . The optimized k-means algorithm for selecting initial clustering centers proposed in this paper can distribute the clustering centers into different clusters properly and can obtain better clustering result.
Conclusions
Traditional k-means algorithm obtains the initial clustering centers by using random method, which makes it easy to fall into local-minimum and affect the final clustering result. Although the traditional k-means algorithm can lunch many times, it may not get the ideal result and it is a waste of time.
To solve this problem, many researchers have lunched the related improvements. Min Huang acquires good results by her improvements, but has overlooked the relationship among the samples that have maximum density parameters. Thus Huang's idea cannot perform better on some certain datasets. In response to this issue, the paper puts forward related solutions that the distance of samples with maximum density parameters is compared with the average distance of dataset. By this paper's algorithm, the clustering centers can be distributed into different clusters properly. Finally, the number of candidate clustering centers with the default number is compared. If the former is greater than the latter, it selects the needed clustering centers by adopting the method of max-min distance. The experiment has proved the reliability of the proposed algorithm in this paper.
